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AMERICANIZATION 
While I have been listening to the 
speakers who have preceded me, I 
have been trying to formulate for 
myself a more satisfying definition of 
Americanization, and if you will 
pardon my indulgence in impromptu 
remarks I shall try to continue the 
process of thinking, aloud, instead of 
delivering the address for which I 
had prepared an outline in advance. 
Although the teaching of the English 
language to those who come to 
America from countries in which 
English is not the common speech 
must continue to be a most important 
and fundamental part of any program 
for Americanization, and I still hold 
this view as strongly and as sincerely 
as when in 1918 I assisted Com­
missioner Ranger in drafting the 
Americanization law, I am convinced 
that an Americanization program that 
is confined to teaching English will 
fail to attain its main objective— 
which is the making of better Ameri­
cans. If Americanization means the 
making of better Americans, then an 
Americanization program will not be 
complete unless it contemplates educa­
tion for Americans as well as for 
those who have left their homes else­
where and have come to America be­
cause they have been led to believe 
that America is the land of liberty 
and the land of opportunity. I do 
not believe that Americanization may 
be defined adequately in terms mere­
ly of teaching English; I believe that 
an adequate definition of American­
ization must be based upon an ade­
quate definition of America.
What is America; and what is 
Americanization in terms of America? 
America has been and still is the 
land of hope. Her Starry Flag is, as 
it has been for more than a hundred 
years, the symbol of better things for 
humanity. It is the flag which is 
known in every port in the world as 
the flag of a nation in which all enjoy 
the common rights of citizenship on 
a basis of liberty, equality and 
fraternity. It is the one flag which 
is found in peasant homes in all parts 
of the world. American travellers 
from every land and every clime re­
port seeing the American flag, a 
a treasured possession displayed in 
the homes of the people; a symbol of 
a hope for better things—perhaps the 
gift of some friend or relative who 
has found in America a realization of 
a desire for betterment.
What is America, and what does 
America mean? If we should analyze 
and classify all the principles of 
democracy that are part of our 
American life; if we should subject
(Address delivered by Charles Carroll, Ph. D., at Rhode Island College
of Education May 74, 1923)
our Constitution and our laws, and 
the forms of our government—federal 
and state—to study and comparison, 
we should find only one new principle 
in America—and that the gift of the 
tiniest commonwealth in the great 
sisterhood of forty-eight states. Roger 
Williams was the prophet of a new 
democracy, and Rhode Island was the 
first state to exemplify this new 
democracy in a new world. The new 
democracy was distasteful to some in 
America, but it has persisted, and it 
has become the prevailing type of 
American democracy. Rhode Island 
has keen criticised by some because 
Rhode Island did not until the last 
ratify the federal Constitution. But 
I am proud—and I think that every 
good Rhode Islander should be proud 
—and that every loyal citizen of the 
United States should be glad—that 
Rhode Island had the courage to take 
the stand that Rhode Island took 135 
years ago in refusing to ratify the 
proposed Constitution of the United 
States until there had been incor­
porated in that Constitution by 
amendment the fundamental principle 
of the American democracy that dis­
tinguishes American democracy from 
democracy as the world had known 
democracy—and that is the principle 
of toleration. And toleration is so 
fundamental a thing in American 
democracy that I believe that America 
must be defined in terms of toleration 
also, if it is to be defined in terms of 
America. In other words, if we wish 
to put America into Americanization, 
we must put toleration into Ameri­
canization.
What does toleration mean? In the 
seventeenth century it meant not only 
the right to worship God as one were 
persuaded, for this was claimed by 
Pilgrim and Puritan, but also the 
willingness that other men should 
worship God as they see fit—and this 
was the new doctrine proclaimed by 
Roger Williams. It meant, as one 
recent writer has defined it clearly, 
trust of the other fellow, a decent re­
gard for his intelligence, a recogni­
tion that he as one of God’s creatures 
has certain rights as inalienable as 
those which belong to us. It should 
mean individual liberty in thought and 
word and action so far as all three 
are not destructive of equal rights 
for other individuals in a society 
properly organized to promote the 
welfare of the individuals who con­
stitute its membership. New England 
needed to learn the lesson that Roger 
Williams was teaching and exemplify­
ing in the seventeenth century; New 
England today needs to learn much
the same lesson in terms not so much 
of religion—for religious toleration 
has come to be a part of our Ameri­
can life—as in terms of social fellow­
ship.
Incidentally there is a genuine need 
of rewriting some of our school 
histories and of recasting some of 
our courses of study. I am keenly 
sensitive of this as I realize the de
ficiences of my own early education, 
and how my general attitude has 
changed—for the better, I hope—as I 
have studied history from a more 
liberal point of view. I regret that 
my earlier conception of the Spanish 
explorers, as an instance, should have 
been in terms of greed, avarice and 
exploitation, largely because the 
school histories emphasized the Span­
ish search for gold and other trea­
sures in the new world, and ignored 
the facts that three universities had 
been established in the Spanish settle­
ments before the Pilgrims came to 
Plymouth, and that printing presses 
in Central and South America had 
begun, long before 1620, to produce 
in quantities those priceless books and 
pamphlets, samples of which con­
stitute a most significant part of the 
unexcelled collection of Americana in 
the John Carter Brown library at 
Brown University.
The Spaniards did seek wealth and 
treasure, as Americans seek both to­
day, but they remained in America 
and they set up institutions of learn­
ing and developed a civilization in the 
world that has continued. So also the 
Portuguese had their part in the mak­
ing of America—the greater America 
of the Pan-American Union. I re­
gret also that my earliest conception 
of the French explorers of America 
also was somewhat affected by the 
relation of the French and Indians in 
the war that preceded the American 
Revolution—an important war, too, as 
it demonstrated for Americans their 
own ability to engage in armed con­
flict with the trained soldiers of 
Europe, and the superiority of Amer­
ican over European tactics. It will 
be proper, when our school histories 
are rewritten, as some of them should 
be, that the broader service of French 
chevalier and courier du bois and 
trader and missionary in the Missi­
ssippi and St. Lawrence valleys should 
be narrated, and that the fact that 
the French in the heart of America 
located the sites of our most flourish­
ing middle western commercial cen­
ters should not be ignored. Again, I 
hope that some writer of an American 
school history, while neglecting noth­
ing that has helped to make America 
Ability is the poor man's wreath.—Wrenn.
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the leading exponent of democracy, 
shall tell sympathetically of what the 
Dutch did in New Amsterdam, the 
Swedes in New Jersey and Pennsyl
vania, the Dutch and Germans in 
Pennsylvania, the Anglicans in the 
nearer Southern States, the Catholics 
in Maryland, the French Huguenots 
and Presbyterians in the South, as 
well as and as fully as what was done 
by Pilgrim and Puritan in New Eng­
land. For the spirit of toleration is 
needed in our school histories.
America needed men to match her 
mountains and men came. For cen­
turies the wealth and resources of the 
new world remained undeveloped 
awaiting the coming of the white man 
with his civilization. Men were need­
ed to fell the forest and to clear the 
soil, to tap the soil and to fructify it, 
to penetrate the mountains and ex­
tract the mineral wealth, to harness 
water power. For centuries the 
Niagara river poured the tremendous 
flood gathered in the great central 
basin about the Great Lakes through 
the gorge, and the Indian pictured 
the river as a god, to which sacrifices 
must be made. Annually a beautiful 
maiden was set adrift in the mad rush 
of waters—to pacify the deity who 
thundered and growled continuously. 
The white man came; he, too, mar­
velled at the waterfall; but he found a 
way in which to make it work, and 
tonight the room in which you may 
pass the evening may be lighted by 
the power of the river god at Niagara.
Men were wanted and men came; 
first in relatively small numbers, and 
later in hordes. They were welcome; 
there was work for them to do. 
America must be built physically. 
American industry began to develop, 
and more men were needed in busy 
factories, and they came. A popular 
conception of emigration and immigra­
tion is that it consists largely of the 
ne-er-do-well, the misfit and social 
derelict, the outcasts and dregs of 
older civilization. The conception is 
neither in concord with a spirit of 
toleration nor in accord with scientific 
truth. The ne-er-do-well, the misfit and 
the social derelict—the dregs of so­
ciety—have not the courage nor the 
strength to move on; they stagnate 
and remain. The marvel of America 
has been the strength and persistence 
of its pioneers—those who felt the 
urge and pressure that continually 
drive the Indo-European race, in all 
its branches, Nordic, Celt and Latin, 
westward on its road to conquest and 
possession of the earth. It is the 
pioneer stock of Europe that has 
come to America, to help develop the 
resources of the country, and Ameri­
cans are in small part to blame for 
the fact that our immigrant popula­
tion has not invariably become Ameri­
can within a generation or two, and 
for the fact that we have an intensive 
Americanization problem. If immigra­
tion has exceeded the saturation point, 
and if we can find—as we do—places 
in our cities and in some of our coun­
try towns in which European costums 
prevail, in which the goods displayed 
in shops are foreign goods, and in 
which the language spoken and used 
commonly is not the English language, 
it is because Americans have not al­
ways practiced the principle of tolera­
tion. The consciousness of kind may 
lead the immigrant to seek a resi­
dence near to his fellows who have 
preceded him; a want of toleration 
sometimes has driven him into the 
congested section occupied by those 
who were his compatriots in Europe 
—because he was not wanted among 
Americans. And it is at least in part 
because of social intolerance that in 
America the finest and the worst liv­
ing conditions that civilized men have 
known have persisted side by side. 
If we wish to Americanize the 
immigrant we must learn to tolerate 
him.
Toleration means trusting the other 
man; toleration must rest upon a 
good understanding; toleration is pro­
moted by mutual understanding. 
Mutual understanding is promoted by 
a common language, and it is at this 
point that the teaching of a common 
language becomes an important part 
of an Americanization program. We 
shall trust the other man better if we 
understand what he is talking about, 
because the things that he says 
ordinarily will have an approximate 
correlation to what he thinks. The 
other man also will be inclined to 
trust us if he understands what we 
are saying. He will realize sooner 
the broadness and liberality that 
should characterize American social 
fellowship. At the same time that 
toleration postulates the teaching of 
the common language to all, it must 
be broad enough not to attempt to 
eradicate the ancestral language of 
the immigrant if he wishes to retain 
it for himself or for his children.
In the present condition of the 
world there is need for a knowledge 
among Americans of many languages, 
because, as a great nation, America 
must continue to have relations with 
all the other nations of the world, 
and there must be some among us who 
shall have command of foreign lang­
uages—this for international tolera­
tion and comity, if for no other pur­
pose. But the concession of the right 
to a foreign language, resting upon 
the basic principle of toleration, must 
be conditional upon command also of 
the common language, resting on the 
basic principle of understanding 
underlying toleration; and there is no 
room in America for a diversity of 
language to the extent that a large 
part of our poulation does not know 
the common speech. A diversity of 
language without a common speech is 
an unmitigated curse upon mankind, 
as witness the testimony of the second 
chapter of Genesis, in which is nar­
rated the story of the tower of Babel, 
and God’s punishment—in misunder­
standing—upon those who would 
challenge His providence. Diversity 
of language produces a diversity of 
attitude. It is quite impossible to 
translate English into Chinese, or 
Chinese into English, adequately. It 
is not alone that idioms and figures 
of speech are not parallel, so much 
as that thought in language conforms 
to the language. A similar diversity 
of thought and thought symbols and 
imagery appears in attempts to tran­
slate English into the language of 
the American Indian, and vice versa
Diversity of language tends to pro­
duce radically different currents of 
thoughts and concepts. Applying the 
same general principle to our own 
common language, it is quite impos­
sible to think mathematically except 
in mathematical terms.
A diversity of language has been 
the curse of European civilization. 
This is not because of the incon­
venience that is occasioned by the use 
of more than 50 languages or dialects 
with so small a territory, so much as 
because of the misunderstanding that 
has arisen and continues because men 
in Europe, separated only by arbi­
trary instead of natural boundary 
lines, speak different languages, think 
in different languages, and carry on 
in the spirit in which they speak and 
think. They do not understand each 
other because there is no common 
medium for common thoughts. They 
mistrust each other because they do 
not understand each other. And 
Europe has been a group of armed 
camps of hostile races and national 
groups because there has been no 
basis for a common understanding.. 
Viewed from without, there has been 
no good reason why the men of 
Europe in the past four centuries 
should have killed each other by 
millions, or why in the short and in­
termittent periods of peace in Europe 
in the past four hundred years vast 
armies should have guarded inter­
national boundary lines, and millions 
of men should have lived as soldiers 
because of the menace of attack by 
other men. Europe has been a con­
tinent of fear instead of happiness, 
because misunderstanding has per­
sisted. Understanding and toleration 
—trust of the other man—would have 
brought peace to Europe; but neither 
has been possible while men who had 
no positive animosity hated each 
other because of fear.
Some have seen the danger of a 
similar situation in America, and 
there has been, particularly since and 
because of the revelations of the war­
time examinations of our youth, an 
insistent demand that there shall be a 
common speech, and that no child liv­
ing in America and preparing to en­
joy the privileges and to undertake 
the responsibilities of American citi­
zenship shall be deprived of the 
common language. Some have em­
phasized the menace to American in­
stitutions in the segregation of race 
groups among our citizenry and the 
persistence of foreign race culture 
and of alien languages. We might 
well fear an untoward situation here 
in Rhode Island if the race group 
that controls one-sixth of the seats in 
On their own merits modest men are dumb.—Colman.
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the House of Representatives were of 
a race and nation traditionally hostile 
to America, and if this group, operat­
ing as a bloc, were continually to use 
its united strength in opposition to 
measures for the common good.
But America has a finer lesson for 
the world than has Europe, troubled 
and distracted as Europe is with 
diversity of language, diversity of 
culture, fear, hatred, and intolerance.
The United States has, through the 
Union of States, proved the prac­
ticability of a peace based upon the 
organization of a federal government 
to which are entrusted a few powers 
that best may be exercised by a cen­
tral government for the common wel­
fare, while reserving to the several 
states abundant liberty and local 
autonomy. A United States of Europe 
would be a practical exemplification 
of this lesson in Europe. A United 
States of Europe would emerge quick­
ly from the desolation and chaos of 
the present were the men of Europe 
blessed with a common understanding.
America has another lesson for 
Europe, and that the peace now more 
than a century old that has prevailed 
along our northern boundary line. 
For three thousand miles, from East
port, Maine, on the Atlantic coast, 
over hill and through valley, on to the 
mouth of the Columbia river on the 
Pacific stretches an international 
boundary line along which there is no 
fort or garrison, and across which 
people pass freely, subject only to cus­
toms regulations. In part this 
boundary line passes through the 
waves of a series of great inland seas. 
the waters of which have not since 
Perry’s victory on Lake Erie known 
the presence of armed war vessels. 
All is peace and contentment; the 
people along the boundary do not fear 
each other. They speak a common 
language, and they have common 
thoughts, and they understand each 
other and tolerate each other.
America’s third lesson to the world 
lies in the Monroe doctrine—a 
doctrine much abused by college pro­
fessors and in baccalaureate addresses 
twenty years ago, but recently coming 
into its own as the initial precedent 
for a new world doctrine based on 
toleration. It is true that the Monroe 
doctrine in its first enunciation was 
a warning to Europe and to European 
statesmen that the United Stated 
would resist attempts to introduce the 
European system on the American 
continent, but it was actually, funda­
mentally, a declaration that the 
United States had recognized the 
rights and aspirations of sister re­
publics on the American continent 
and that the United States was pre­
pared to fight side by side with them, 
if that were necessary, to maintain 
peace in America. As the Monroe 
doctrine has been developed, it has 
been perceived more and more clearly 
that the basic principle in the 
doctrine is toleration. Out of it has 
come the Pan-American Union, and a 
continually growing better under­
standing between the people of all the 
Americas.
In the few minutes remaining I 
wish to summarize these rather 
rambling remarks, in very large part 
the consequence of an attempt to 
think through in speech a conception 
of Americanization that was suggest­
ed by the remarks of preceding speak­
ers. I have attempted to define 
Americanization in terms of America, 
and America in terms of toleration. 
Toleration is the basic principle of a 
sound society. Toleration rests upon 
good understanding, and good under­
standing may be promoted through 
insistence upon a common language. 
While the teaching of English will 
not constitute a complete program 
for Americanization, it is funda­
mentally sound and a necessary part 
of an Americanization program. The 
Americanization program must rest 
upon broad principles of toleration; 
it is not enough to invite the immi­
grant to America and then leave him 
to find his place. America may learn 
from the distractions of Europe the 
things that should be avoided, and 
from American experience a sound 
program for promoting peace and 
contentment. The Monroe Doctrine 
must stand with the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution of 
the United States as another experi­
ment through which America may 
lead the world in the solution of 
world problems. Here also the great 
principle is toleration.
Sir Basil Thompson, late assistant 
commission of London police and 
director of the special branch at Scot­
land Yard, who knows as much secret 
war history as any man living, has 
published some of the interesting 
chapters of spy history in his book, 
‘ Queer People.” Among the more 
amusing stories is the following: 
“On one occasion a very staid couple 
came down to denounce a waiter in 
one of the large hotels, and brought 
documentary evidence with them. It 
was a menu with a rough sketch plan 
in pencil made upon the back. They 
believed it to be a plan of Kensington 
Gardens with the palace buildings 
roughly delineated by an oblong 
figure. They had seen the waiter in 
the act of drawing the plan at an 
unoccupied table. I sent for him and 
found before me a spruce little Swiss, 
with his hair cut en brosse and a gen­
eral air of extreme surprise. He gave 
me a frank occount of all his move­
ments, and then I produced the plan. 
He gazed at it a moment, and then 
burst out laughing. ‘So that is where 
my plan went! Yes, monsieur, I made 
it, and then I lost it. You see, I am 
new to the hotel, and in order to sat­
isfy the head waiter I made for my­
self privately a plan of the tables, 
and marked a cross against those I 
had to look after.’ ”
Plenty of folks have a good aim in 
life but most of them don’t pull the 
trigger.
Love is an affair of credulity.—Avid.
A LONGING
We watched the last woods patch of snow 
And the one by the north porch door,
And welcomed Sir Robin and his sun-set song 
’Cause we’d go down country then once more. 
How fast the gold hours fly,
How swiftly the colored seasons go; 
’Twas but a little span back
We watched the ruthless freshet flow.
’Twas but a week ago, it seems,
We kissed the fragrant rose of June, 
And but a few days gone we heard
The chattering mowing machine’s drone tune. 
Where we have welcomed new blades of grass 
On lawn and field and knoll,
Are blossoming sprayed golden-rod,
And lovely lavender gentians grow.
Now that the luscious fruits are ripened, 
And the sunsets are miracles of feathered 
glow,
We feel that restless stirring
And deep within our hearts we know— 
It’s the first faintly whispered calling
Which I’m sure the wild geese understand, 
Is a power strong as God-knows-what,
Beckoning to our ordained land.
The birds fly toward the southland,
I’ll choose the north for mine,
Where the crimson leaves are hanging, 
And white climate’s vines are twined.
We’re longing now to feel the nip
Of a sparkling frosty morn,
Where the leaves are so gently falling,
When we laugh and thank the Lord we’re 
born.
Come on, now, we’ll lie us
Where the pulp is soon to fall,
Where the lumber-jacks are singing,
Where the wanderlust sends us all. 
There the snow shoe rabbits scamper
In white labyrinths ’neath the bowed down 
trees,
And the stars are so bright, and the northern 
lights
Hiss and sparkle with their wandering gleams.
Through no chateau or mansion windows 
Does a lamp light gleam so true,
As when at dusk it’s shining
From a log cabin for you.
There’s no other place in the wide, wide world 
Where blue camp-smoke rises so high and 
slow.
We’re thankful, of course, for the past warm 
summer,
But are glad it’s ’most time to go.
Ruth McCabe Vickery.
HERE AND THERE
F. L. Street returned to Ashland 
Sept. 10.
O. A. Harkness and C. A. Smith 
made a trip to Millinocket in Mr. 
Harkness’ car Sept. 10.
John Hamel of the Millinocket 
spruce wood office made a business 
trip to Bangor in his car, Sept. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Bartley and 
daughter were in Bangor Sept. 8, 
making the trip in Mr. Bartley’s new 
Paige.
The death of Roderick Hunt Pomroy 
occurred Thursday afternoon, Sept. 
13, at his home in Hampden High­
lands, at the age of 71 years. Mr. 
Pomroy has been in failing health for 
some time. He was at one time em­
ployed by the G. N. P. Co. as super­
intendent of farms.
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The Trip of “The Bish” Thru Maine
Great Angemacamus, Sourdnahunk, 
Pocwaucamus, Abol, Debsconeag and 
Passamagomoc—no, I’m not swear­
ing—I’m just listing the names of 
some of the “Carries” we had on a 
wonderful trip down Maine rivers and 
lakes. (A Carry means toting the 
canoes and supplies of all kinds from 
one point in the river around a dan­
gerous falls or rapids to another spot 
where it is safe to embark again). 
Yes, it is actually a crime to give 
those particular “Carries” names like 
that, but some of us felt even such 
names were too good on that last day 
—You probably now suspect the word 
“Carry” is tabooed among a certain 
group of newspaper guys who were 
the guests of The Great Northern 
Paper Company for a few days in 
August—yes, tabooed, even if for­
gotten in a most wonderful ride across 
the lakes to Norcross—one might have 
thought he was on the ocean to see 
the motor boat ride the waves and 
watch the spray fly. All thoughts 
disappeared of any but a brilliant 
ending canoe trip, which for me the 
first though I hope not the last.
Here I am writing about the finish 
instead of the beginning at the be­
ginning—one might well wonder what 
kind of liquor or liquid refreshments 
I was partaking of before I began— 
Here goes.
At the close of a 300 mile auto 
ride which stopped at 4 a. m. during 
which we traveled through a portion 
of the Green and White Mountains— 
within eight miles of Mt. Washington 
—we arrived at Greenville. Four 
hours in bed and then the wonderful 
Moosehead Lake ride to Kineo—first 
time I was ever on Moosehead, now I 
know why people rave about it. An 
auto ride to Pittston Farm, our first 
stop. It’s quiet and peaceful there— 
no special indication of the business 
of The Great Northern. From the 
steps of the farm house one could 
see the deer as they came down to 
water less than half a mile away.
From there to Seboomook where the 
dinner reminded one of a good resort 
hotel, with pies like mother used to 
bake—then by motor boat to North-
east Carry to the sporting camps of 
Mrs. Snow. One could easily make 
himself forget his daily work in this 
camp.
Sunday morning we walked 2 1/2 
miles to the West Branch to the dock 
of Happy Nice. Happy is a “char­
acter”—just what his nickname in­
dicates. It was from his dock we 
started our 80 mile canoe trip. It 
began to drizzle before our canoes 
moved off, and it continued to rain and 
drizzle and drizzle and rain for sev­
eral hours after our canoes did move 
off. “The first hundred years are the 
hardest,” they say, so our first couple 
hours were the worst for we had so 
much water both out and inside that 
more or less made no difference.
Dinner at the Half Way House and 
Oh! how good it tasted, cooked over 
the hastily constructed log fire by 
which we steamed ourselves dry. With 
our stomjacks full and our clothes 
warm we made for Chesuncook Vil­
lage. Supper and a visit to the village 
church finished the day.
Monday by boat to Ripogenus Dam, 
the third largest in the world—it 
looked it—especially so when we saw 
a boom of logs go sluicing through— 
a sight worth seeing—logs and logs 
and more of ’em—big and little—went 
swirling, dashing down the runway 
at a pace even Barney Google’s Spark 
Plug would run slow alongside of— 
logs thrown twenty feet in the air— 
a power so great that one thought of 
Niagara and the waste of it all—awe-
inspiring, worthwhile seeing. A carry 
around Ripogenus Gorge the next 
morning—put in at Big Eddy—dinner 
at head of Horse Race which falls we 
ran and camped that night at Abol 
Falls — camped did I say — yes, 
camped. That cook of ours gave us 
French toast—some toast—some cook 
—of course, bacon and eggs, etc., etc. 
Then a sleep on pine boughs with a 
Great Northern man battling with a 
Jersey commuter for the snoring 
honors. Decided a draw since a 
Pennsylvania chap drew his flash 
light and raised a howl because the 
rain persisted in coming through the 
tent and raised that noise just as the 
Great Northern man (Hill) was start­
ing to let go his full battery of fire­
works—Hill’s samples were regarded 
as satisfactory, and the fight was de­
clared off.
Wednesday morning we started 
with a Carry—then alternated all day 
long, a ride in the canoes and a 
Carry—another ride, another Carry 
—until the great ride across the lake 
at Norcross. A hand car ride on the 
railroad for 2 1/2 miles, a speed wagon 
and we were in Millinocket where we 
spent the night—yes spent the night 
and nothing else.
Thursday morning we visited the 
largest newsprint mills in the world, 
mills actually producing more ton­
nage than any other mills. One must 
visit them to appreciate how logs of 
spruce are ground up at one side of 
the mill, and miles and miles of paper 
turned out at the other end. Words 
fail when one tries to describe the 
operation—its a wonderful specimen 
of what organization really means. 
Twelve thousand men in the winter 
are cutting the spruce trees in the 
forests of Maine over a million acres 
of which are owned by this Company 
—some of the trees are twenty-five 
years old and some one hundred and 
twenty-five. The trunks are stripped 
of branches and sawed to four foot 
length and piled along the streams. 
During the spring and summer and 
fall, most of it is placed in the streams 
and floated down to this enormous 
mill. The waters are dammed at 
various points to keep up the neces­
sary supply during the dry months. 
Seriously, I never saw as much fresh 
water as I saw in Maine, the state of 
a thousand lakes and honeycombed 
with streams. It was down these 
rivers and across the lakes we were 
paddled in canoes, passing thousands 
of cords of floating timber. On 
either side of the streams were the 
forests, some of which had been cut 
over and hew growths started—some 
were virgin—one needs a guide if one 
travels in Maine, the scenery of 
which is magnificent.
To know the meaning of the word 
“blue” one must canoe in Maine—the 
mountains are blue—the sky is blue 
—the water is blue—all varying tints 
and shades—and when the sun is 
sinking or rising those blues are ever 
changing and a source of unending 
beauty—one must see it to appreciate 
it—and as one who has seen it I 
return thanks to the Great Northern. 
Paper Company, to its representatives,. 
Mr. Hill and Mr. Smith, to Mr. Geo. 
McGuire and Mr. Simmons, to Joe 
Turcote and his crew, to our guides; 
and to all who helped make pleasant 
a truly wonderful trip through the 
woods, rivers and lakes of Maine.





“Nothing like plenty of sleep to 
make a boy happy and healthy,” said 
the visitor.
“I git too much at night,” said the 
little boy, “but not enough in the 
morning.”—Cincinnati Enquirer.
LOCALS
Mr. Floyd Harmon, who clerked in 
1917 on the Dole Brook Road, and 
who has been in coast patrol since the 
war, stationed at Cross Island, has 
been sent by the Government to Balti­
more to attend an engineering school. 
Mr. Harmon is a brother to Austin 
Harmon.
Miss Florence Twombly, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Twombly of the 
Seboomook Farm, who has been at 
Seboomook for the summer, has re­
turned to Bangor.
Edward (Happy) Sweeney is em­
ployed by the Dowell Construction Co. 
of New York, on dam construction 
and has been during the present sea­
son at Solon. Frank Preble is 
superintendent.
Heaven sends us misfortunes as a moral tonic.—Blessington.
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Here and There
Leon Mishou is working in the 
harness shop.
Bill Harrington took his annual 
vacation Aug. 28 and went to the 
Waterville fair.
H. N. Bartley has purchased a new 
Paige limousine.
Percy Bartley has purchased a new 
Paige sport model roadster.
Camp No. 25 at Machias lake was 
destroyed by fire August 24.
L. G White and N. A. Smith made 
a trip to Penobscot lake, August 28.
Hugh Desmond of the clerical de­
partment was in Rockwood August 27.
Mrs. Elizabeth McD. Matheson is 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Matheson of 
the Ten Mile.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian N. Murphy 
were in Bangor August 20 and 21, 
making the trip by car.
Frank X. Marks is working in the 
Millinocket mill. Frank was recently 
promoted to the acid tanks.
Mrs. William Thompson has been 
visiting Pittston and Rockwood, 
spending a week at each place.
Harry Burr of the Great Northern 
Employment office has been visiting 
his brother, Bert Burr at Caucom- 
gomoc lake.
It was reported that Mr. Hamel of 
the Millinocket office had to be stopped 
on the road and told that his car was 
falling apart.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Matheson of 
10 Mile have some baby boy. Angus 
says the boy is a good sleeper in the 
daytime—but?
The tractors that were hauling 
gravel on the Pittston and Seboomook 
road have been replaced by three 
dump trucks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell, who 
have been employed at Pittston are 
in Bangor. Mr. Russell is running a 
public car in the city.
The propeller of the U. B. No. 2 
was broken while the boat was on 
duty at North Twin Lake. The craft 
was later towed to Norcross for re­
pairs.
Mr. A. A. Starkey has taken the 
place in the Rockwood harness shop 
recently vacated by Silas Babcock. 
Mr. Babcock has secured work in 
Boston.
Charles A. Ramsdell of the Lily 
Bay office was called to Bangor 
August 29 by the death of Mrs. 
Ramsdell’s mother, Mrs. Lenora J. 
Bennett.
Loney Mann has been building a 
dam at Mollesermic lake. The dam 
is 680 feet long. Mr. Mann started 
work July 1 and expects to be 
through about September 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Chapman of the 
Rockwood store house were in Bangor 
for a week, where Mr. Chapman met 
his sister, of Baltimore, Md., who has 
been spending a few weeks in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Murphy re­
turned to Rockwood boarding house
August 9, after spending two weeks
vacation at their old home in Jack
man, going to Jackman from Camp 
Benson.
Louis N. Murphy got through at 
the Greenville machine shop August 
25 and took a few days vacation with 
his parents at Rockwood before going 
to Van Buren to attend St. Mary’s 
College.
Two reels of the G. N. P. films 
were shown at the Greenville Metho­
dist church Sunday evening, August 
26, by A. J. Toussaint, and two reels 
are to be shown each Sunday night 
till the twelve reels have been shown.
The G. N. P. films were shown at 
Norcross August 21 and 22 by A. J. 
Toussaint. There was an attendance 
of about 50 each night. Mr. Albert 
Fowler, proprietor of the hotel, gave 
the use of the dining room for the two 
evenings.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ramsdell 
anonunce the marriage of their 
daughter, Evelyn Pearl, to Arthur 
Bowers, July 7, 1923, by Rev. John
S. Pendleton of Bangor, at the 
pastor’s residence. Mr. Ramsdell is 
clerk at Lily Bay.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Lane of 
the 40 Mile announce the marriage of 
their daughter, Mabie May, to Robert 
G. Irving, August 19, 1923, at Holden 
by Rev. Ashley Smith of Bangor. 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving will spend the 
winter at Holyoke, Mass.
Jones—Are you going to pay me 
that account?
Smith—Not just yet.
Jones—If you don’t, I’ll tell all 
your other creditors that you paid 
me.—Stray Stories.
TELEPHONE CREW
Michael German entertained us re­
cently with several fine selections. 
Make sure can sing.
George Fox, the chauffeur, has been 
visiting his old home town, East 
Lowell, a suberb of Enfield.
The Telephone Crew is at present 
engaged in building a pole line on the 
S. L. & St. John Railroad.
A. B. Willard met a Bobcat in the 
woods the other day; the cat went 
one way, Aubrey went another.
Mr. Mullen, Supt. of the Railroad, 
is doing the toting owing to the fact 
the Speed Wagon is not yet ready to 
hit the Steel.
Several of the crew while working 
at Seboomook dam a short time ago 
were the dinner guests of Donald 
Archibald McLeod.
Eugene LeClair has resigned his 
position as “butler” at Champagne’s 
restaurant in Rockwood and is now 
with the Telephone Crew.
Arthur L. Mishie, the efficient 
trouble man, had some of the crew 
assisting him lately owing to the 
ravages of the recent high wind.
Hollis Baker, the blacksmith, en­
joyed himself immensely at the Etna 
Campmeeting. We understand he is 
a prime mover in such affairs.
William Smith is with us getting 
in condition for another trip to Mon­
treal, where he owns a controlling in­
terest in one of the large industries.
Messrs. Stewart, Flynn and Lang­
ley made a recent trip to Canada. 
While there Garfield made such a hit 
with one of the fair natives that he 
had to make a return trip.
Mr. F. A. Murphy and Mr. A. L. 
Mishie are cordially invited to come 
up to the Camp some Sunday and get 
a feed. Mr. Murphy is asked to go to 
Rockwood before coming up.
Mr. Harry Bowe, the genial and 
entertaining superintendent, met with 
an accident recently while riding on 
one of the small cars, which resulted 
in his being confined to his bed for 
two days.
The Chef, Mr. Hadley Vessimer 
and his assistant, Mr. Hefferanan re­
turned from a very pleasant trip to 
Bangor. Mr. Hefferanan is now liv­
ing in East Eddington, where he 
raises chickens as a side line. What 
kind of chickens we are unable to 
state.
Each one sees what he carries in his heart.—Goethe.
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Harold L. Miller is on his vacation.
William St. J. Murray made a trip 
up to Rainbow in August.
W. B. O’Connor has returned from 
his vacation, part of which was spent 
on the Kineo side of the lake.
Charles Ambrose is back to work,
after spending his vacation at his
home in Watertown, Mass.
A ship that will not roll even in a 
beam sea is said to be an object of 
horror to old mariners. One old tar 
recently signed up on such a monster 
of the deep. “This ain’t sailin’,” he 
said, “it’s downright blasphemy.”
His great hobby was chess by 
correspondence, and he had corre­
sponded with the same opponent for 
many years. One day he was sur­
prised to receive a letter from a firm 
of solicitors, who wrote: “Dear Sir— 
We regret to inform you that since 
your last move our client has passed 
away. Would you be kind enough to 
sign and return to us the enclosed 
form, declaring stalemate?”
Mrs. Babcock had social aspirations 
and tried to impose extreme respect­
ability on all her family. She was 
anxious about the studies of her son. 
“What are they teaching you now?” 
she asked him. “We are now in­
vestigating molecules,” he said. 
“Very, very suitable,” said Mrs. Bab­
cock. “I long endeavored to persuade 
your father to wear one, but he is an 
awkward person, and could not keep 
it in his eye.”
An inmate of a certain penal in­
stitution was rather a victim of his 
own optimism than a criminal. He 
one day received a visit from the 
warden, who said: “I understand you 
were sent up for deluding the public 
with a glowing mining prospectus.” 
“Yes,” sighed the too optomistic one, 
“that was all I did.” “Well,” con­
tinued the warden, “the government 
wants a report on conditions in this 
jail and I want you to write it.”
Biggs—What do you mean you’re 
going to reverse the practice this 
year when you make your garden?
Jiggs—I’m going to plant a variety 
of weed seeds and see if vegetables 
will come up.—New York Sun.
On every mountain height is rest,—Goethe,
The big house in the village had 
been vacant for months, but now 
many men were busy getting it ready 
for the new tenant. The women of 
the little community were eager to 
know who their grand neighbor would 
be and so one of the bolder asked a 
workman. She hastened to spread 
the news that the house had been 
taken by the Countess of Ayre. Later 
developments showed that the work­
man had told her the county sur­
veyor.
One of the late G. R. Sims’ stories 
concerned a costermonger’s lady who 
was discovered late one night lying in 
the street so battered and bruised 
that she was conveyed to the hospital 
in an unconscious condition. When, 
the next day, the patient had partly 
recovered, the house surgeon inquired 
whether she could recollect where and 
how her injuries had been inflicted. 
“Oh! it’s nothing to make a song 
about,” was the reply; “only it was 
my ’usband’s birthday yesterday, so 
we ’ad what they call a ‘swarry’ and 
I ’appened to speak out of my turn.”
The librarian at a certain museum 
was engaged in cataloguing and ar­
ranging some ancient books that had 
just arrived from Egypt, when he 
noticed a perplexed look on the face 
of his assistant. “What’s the matter, 
Brown?” he asked. “Is there any­
thing you don’t understand?” “Yes,” 
answered Brown. “Here is a small 
papyrus on which the characters are 
not discipherable. How shall I class 
it?” “Um,” thoughtfully returned 
the librarian, examing the papyrus. 
“Suppose you call it a doctor’s pre- 
scrtion in the time of Pharaoh.”
Lytton Strachey, the biographer of 
Queen Victoria, was presented recent­
ly with the medal of the Royal So­
ciety of Literature. Sir Henry New- 
bolt, who made the presentation 
speech, referred to the radical changes 
that have taken place since the days 
of Southey. Robert Southey, then 
poet laureate, was offered the medal, 
but declined it, because the obverse 
of the medal pictured Mercury clad 
in a pair of mercurial sandals. 
Southey’s reproachful refusal result­
ed in the striking of a new medal, 
whereon the Greek deity was provid­
ed with a banner, “Which,” said Sir 
Henry, “would cover a multitude of 
sins.”
In an English school the children 
had been examined, and their eyes 
tested, according to the education 
authority’s latest decree. Those who 
were suffering from defects had notes 
given them to take home. Among the 
note-bearers was one of the name of 
Willie Jones, and the note he bore 
was as follows: “Dear Sir—I wish 
to inform you that your son William 
shows signs of astigmatism, which 
ought to be attended to at once.— 
Yours faithfully, J. W., Headmaster.” 
In the afternoon Willie brought this 
reply. “Dear Sir—I don’t know just 
what it is that Willie’s been doing, 
but I walloped him well this dinner-
time, and you can have another go at 
him if he isn’t any better.—Yours 
truly, William Jones, sen.”
Sacha Guitry, the great French 
actor and dramatist, like many an­
other genius, is impatient of bores. 
Recently one that had the habit of 
plaguing him by unnecessary calls on 
busy mornings burst in on him and 
was surprised to be greeted warmly 
by the distracted Sacha. “Just in 
time,” cried the latter, “to see a new 
conjuring trick I’ve invented.” Where­
upon he grabbed his unsuspecting 
visitor’s hat. “Just watch!” cried 
Sacha as he poured a pitcher of water 
into the topper. The owner exclaimed 
with the petulance permitted to 
temperament. “You’ve made me for­
get the trick!” The trick, however, 
is reported to have worked admirably, 
even though it may have been pub­
licity stuff.
Peter B. Kyne, the California 
novelist, who is going to make New 
York his home, tells the following 
story on his chosen residence: An 
old “desert rat” who had been at the 
bottom of many booms in the old days 
struck it rich and hit the trail for 
New York. When he returned to the 
source of his fortunes, his latest boom 
town he was asked what he thought 
of the great metropolis. “Well,” he 
said, “it looks to me like it was goin’ 
to be a permanent camp.”
TEMPERAMENT
Mrs. Jay—Tom says that Mazie is 
too temperamental to make a happy 
home for a man. What is “tem­
peramental,” anyway?
Mr. Jay—Hm. See that woman 
crossing the street—the one with a 
baby in her arms—carrying a market­
basket—and two children clinging to 
her skirt?
Mrs. Jay—Yes.
Mr. Jay—Well, she isn’t tempera­
mental.—Everybody’s Magazine.
“I hear your husband suffers from 
asthma.”
“Well, he has asthma, but I suffer 
from it.”—Stockholm Kasper.
A girl in Johannesburg recently ran 
for fifty-six miles. The report doesn’t 
say whether the man got away or 
not.—London Daily News.
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i A PARTIAL ARRAY OF TALENT EMPLOYED FOR
Ernest A. Carter
Ernest A. Carter of Portland, Me., 
yell known all over the state, with a 
favorable reputation over the rest of 
New England and country-wide 
recognition for proficiency in legerde­
main and all else that pertains to 
exemplification of acts that mystify, 
has reached the pinnacle of his pro­
fession through study and practice 
extending over a quarter of a century.
No city in Maine and hardly a town 
has not had the pleasure of witness­
ing the marvellous exhibition Mr. 
Carter puts on for the amusement of 
the crowds that flock wherever he is 
advertised to produce. Even the deep 
woods of Northern Maine have had 
their chance to see him work and 
wherever he has appeared before the 
men in the camps in the wild woods, 
he has been the talk for weeks.
The programme given below will be 
rendered at the following places and 
on the announced dates:
Rockwood Hall, Saturday, Sept. 15; 
Pittston Farm, Sunday, Sept. 16; 
Seboomook, Monday, Sept. 17; Grant 
Farm, Tuesday, Sept. 18; Chesuncook, 
Wednesday, Sept. 19; Greenville Jct., 
Thursday, Sept. 20.
1. Quartet—“Come All Ye Lads 
and Lassies”......................... Wilson
2. Duet—“Contentment” ......Thomas




4. Reading—“A Quiet Afternoon 
and Its Conclusion” (From
Penrod).............. Booth Tarkington
Mrs. Alice T. Homer
Mr. Carter makes the cards stand 
up or lie down and change their spots 
at his bidding, but his work is not 
confined to the pasteboards for with 
coins and with hundreds of tricks 
where coins and cards have no part 
he never fails to mystify men, women 
or children.
Professor E. F. Hitchings
Prof. E. F. Hitchings has been a 
life long naturalist—a lover of the 
great out of doors; a student of 
animal, bird, insect and plant life. 
He graduated from the U. of M. in 
1875, taught in Maine and Massa­
chusetts for a number of years; for 
four years had charge of the classes 
in Entomology at the summer camp 
at Lake Quinsigavaond, Worcester, 
Mass. Was professor of Natural
5. Quartet—
(a) The Rosary.............. ....Nevin
(b) “Catastrophe” .................Park
6. Tenor Solo—“Border Ballad”
.......  ..................... ........................................ Corven
Mr. Hill
7. Reading—The Waterlogged
Town.............. F. Hopkinson Smith
Mrs. Homer
8. Bass Solo—“Song of Steele”
..... ...............................   Scott 
Mr. Haskell
9. Duet—“Bonnie Piper’s Tune” 
................................................. Loomis
Mr. and Mrs Hill
10. Contralto Solos—
(a) Marechita ..........Schertzenger





All that I am, my mother made me.—Adams.
Science at Bucksport Seminary for 
eight years; professor of Biology at 
Colby College for two years; was 
elected state entomologist in 1905 
which office he held until called to 
fill the position of horticulture at 
U. of M. in 1911. In 1899 he received 
the degree of M. S. from the U. of 
M. Mr. Hitchings has been a mem­
ber of several leading scientific so­
cieties among which are the follow­
ing: Joslin Botanical Society of
Maine, Maine Anithological Society, 
American Association for the Ad­
vancement of Science, and was a 
charter member of the Entomological 
Society of America. On account of a 
severe hospital experience he re­
signed from active work at the U. of 
M. in 1918. He is still an enthusias­
tic naturalist and has many calls for 
lecture work.
Ernest J. Hill
Ernest J. Hill well deserves the 
title of Portland’s favorite tenor. His 
voice of rare tonal beauty is freely 
given for the cause of music on every 
occasion where public spirited inter­
est calls. He has been the President 
of the Portland Chorus for several 
years, and has done much to preserve 
its excellence, and promote a spirit of 
Americanization among its members. 
Mr. Hill was born in Buxton, Maine, 
and was a pupil of Frederick Peakes, 
the celebrated vocal teacher of Phila­
delphia.
During the many years of study 
in that city he attained a position of 
prominence throughout the middle
12. Quartet—
(a) “Tingle-Ingling”........ Friend
(b) “Little Tommy Went a
Fishing .........  Foster
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SOCIAL SERVICE WORK FOR THE PRESENT SEASON
Mrs. Alice Thorpe Homer,
Mrs. Martha Hawes Hill Myron D. Haskell
Mrs. Homer is a reader of distinc­
tion. She resides in Newton, Mass., 
and Portland, Maine. Previous to the 
world war she spent three years in 
England and during the war was for 
about a year engaged in Red Cross 
work in Italy, Serbia and Albania. 
She has traveled extensively. Mrs. 
Homer has a pronounced aptitude for 
social life and leadership.
Hon. Benjamin F. Cleaves
Benjamin F. Cleaves was born in 
Waterboro in York county fifty-seven 
years ago; graduated from the Bidde­
ford high school in 1885; worked on 
a newspaper three years; studied law 
and practised in Biddeford for 
twenty-five years; was judge of the 
municipal court seventeen years; 
chairman of the public utilities com­
mission from December 1, 1914 to 
April 23, 1921; and since then, and 
now is, the executive officer of the 
Associated Industries of Maine, which 
is the organization of the producing 
employers of the state.
states in Concert, Opera and Oratorio. 
At the present time New England 
claims him as one of her leading 
tenors.
Mrs. Martha Hawes Hill was born 
in Falmouth, Maine, and as a resident 
of Portland is a contralto of whom 
Maine may well be proud.
Her ability as a musician places 
her among the many famous artists 
of this state.
Her study has been under the direc­
tion of the best masters of this coun­
try and Europe, and together with a 
voice of great beauty in tonal quality 
and range she is justly entitled to 
rank among the artists of the present 
time.
J. Francis MacNICHOL
For eight years Mr. Haskell has 
been the bass singer at the National 
Soldiers’ Home Chapel at Togus; 
member of the Augusta Cadet Band 
and Augusta Symphony Orchestra. 
Studied singing with J. Francis Mac­
Nichol, and cello with Ernest R. Hill 
and Sue Winchell. Served during the 
late war as a member of the 103rd 
U. S. Infantry Band. At present a 
member of the Green Street Church 
Quartet.
J. Francis MacNichol, tenor soloist 
and teacher of singing, Augusta, 
Maine; choir master and tenor, Na­
tional Soldiers’ Home, Togus; mu­
sical director, State Department of 
Education. Born in Vinal Haven, 
Maine. Studied with Boston and New 
York teachers until 1911, 1912, 1915, 
when he studied with Sabastiani in 
Naples, Italy. For the past four 
years has studied with George Furge­
son of Berlin and New York. Exalt­
ed ruler of Augusta Lodge, B. P. O. 
E., member of Augusta Rotary Club, 
has had success as a song leader at 
state and county conventions during 
the past three years and as singer, 
pianist and song leader for the Social 
Service Division of the Great 
Northern Paper Co., and several other 
corporations. Has just been engaged 
as musical director for the next con­
vention of the National Educational 
Association to be held in Washington, 
D. C., where he will lead from 12,000 
to 15,000 people in singing. This is 
the largest educational convention in 
the world.
In the motive lies the good or ill.—Johnson.
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Editorial
Our President
The President of the United States 
is the president of all the people liv­
ing within the states. This fact is 
most important for us to remember. 
We sometimes forget it, however; and 
serious consequences have followed 
the forgetting. Probably the presi­
dent himself is more keenly alive to 
this great fact than anyone else.
Our president is the successful 
candidate for the office, chosen by the 
people, over two or three other repre­
sentatives of various political faiths. 
The campaign which preceeds the 
election is often made notorious by 
the criticism against these candidates 
and their political faiths—sometimes 
the criticism is also personal. It is, 
therefore, but a natural condition of 
such a proceedure that our president 
comes to his great office with a burden 
of hostility and prejudice which 
greatly handicaps him in his work. 
In recent years, the president is the 
leader of his party and to some ex
tent he must have the future well-
being of the party in mind in all that 
he says and does. It has also come 
to be an accepted principle that a 
president, under anything like ordi­
nary circumstances, must be nomin­
ated by his party for a second term. 
For this reason he has to keep in 
mind, not only the future success of 
the party, but he has his own per­
sonal interests to consider. Even with 
these things being true he is the 
president of all the people all the 
time.
It is unavoidable that the president 
arouses among leaders of opposing 
political faiths criticism and hostility. 
They accuse him of being partisan. 
They say that he is strengthening his 
political fences. Moreover, political 
opponents always condemn the presi­
dent for his policies. They say that 
his policies will surely ruin the coun­
try; and it sometimes happens that 
they leave us to suppose, from their 
words and accusations, that the man 
in the White House is conscious of 
the end of his policies and from a 
malicious intent designs to bring our 
great and glorious government to dis­
aster. From all of this, people of 
lesser intelligence form the opinion 
that our president is an unworthy or 
even a bad man. Herein lies danger 
to the public official and the country 
in general.
Another source of discontent is the 
disappointed office seeker. Of course 
it is not possible to appoint all the 
good and efficient applicants to the 
posts which they desire. It is often 
not desirable to appoint many of those 
hungry seekers for political jobs. It 
often has happened that the dis­
appointed candidate for such office 
spreads abroad among superficially 
thinking people a dangerous mental 
attitude toward the president. There 
is no doubt that at least one presi­
dent lost his life from just such 
causes. At least one was attacked 
and wounded for the same reason.
The trouble seems to be that our 
freedom of speech—which really 
means so much in our form of gov­
ernment—is carried dangerously past 
the point where it can serve any use­
ful purpose. In our form of govern­
ment, we ought to allow the pre-
election debates to die out, especially 
that part of it which constitutes a 
personal attack upon the successful 
candidate. When the election is over, 
the majority of our voters have 
spoken. Their choice of candidates is 
the man elected; their choice of 
policies is those which he represents. 
The president and his supporters are 
in the majority; we who do not be­
long to that political faith, and who 
supported the losing candidate, are in 
the minority. This government of 
ours is a government of majorities. 
When our forefathers elected to form 
our government as they did, they all 
agreed to live under a government of 
majorities. That is the essential 
difference between the absolutism of 
the old world and the democracy 
which they were building upon these 
shores. If we decide to continue under 
this kind of government, we thereby 
decide to live under a government of 
majorities. Probably that is the hard­
est lesson to learn that is placed be­
fore the American people; and we 
are a long time learning it. It is still 
hard for us of the minority to yield 
to the majority, gracefully and cheer­
fully. We are inclined to continue a 
process, which in very vulgar speech, 
of course, is called “chewing the rag.” 
By this I do not mean to suggest 
that a man ought to forsake his best 
political judgment just because he 
finds himself in the minority. I only 
mean to suggest that the opposing 
party and principle have triumphed 
for the time being, and by the law 
of the land they have been set a 
definite period in which to carry out 
the policies and justify to the country 
the wisdom of their theories. We 
ought, therefore, to confine the ad­
vocacy of our theories within lines 
that will offer no hindrance to the 
best interests of the country, and 
above all, will not endanger the life 
of the president.
Once elected, he is the president of 
all parties. He is not only the presi­
dent of the majorities but as well the 
president of the minorities. He is the 
president of his friends and his 
enemies; of those who speak well of 
him and those who speak ill.
One incident of recent date must 
leave its impression upon American 
minds for years to come. The long 
train bearing the remains of our late 
president across the continent, meet­
ing at every station by the way, great 
crowds of respectful, silent people, 
shows that a president, criticised in 
life, was, in death, the president of 
all the people.
The new president, who has come 
to succeed the one so suddenly re­
moved, ought to have the support 
which those silent, respectful throngs 
so forcefully suggest as possible for 
the leader of this great people.
The Great Event of Death
Men seldom think of the great 
event of death until the shadow falls 
across their own path, hiding for­
ever from their eyes the traces of 
the loved ones whose loving smiles 
were the sunlight of their existence. 
Death is the great antagonist of life, 
and thought of the tomb is the 
skeleton of all feasts. We do not 
want to go through the dark valley, 
although its passages may lead to 
paradise; and, with Charles Lamb, 
we do not want to lie down in the 
muddy grave, even with kings and 
princesses for our bed fellows.
But the fiat of nature is inexorable. 
There is no appeal of relief from the 
great law which dooms us to dust.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
A good intention clothes itself with sudden power.—Emerson.
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Romantic Maine Forests Furnish White Paper For the Trenton Times
JAMES KERNEY
 (Editor of The Trenton Times) 
Note : The pictures referred to 
are not reproduced.
In the photographic reproduction 
above is shown a pile of spruce 
wood, confining 80,000 cords, cut in 
lengths of four feet, ready for manu­
facture into news print paper for 
the Trenton Times and other lead­
ing journals of the country. The 
scene of the picture is the yard of 
the Great Northern Paper Com­
pany’s plant at Millinocket, in the 
Maine wilderness. It is the largest 
newsprint mill in the world, having 
a capacity of 560 tons a day. The 
company has two other giant mills, 
but not equal in size to that at 
Millinocket.
A party of newspaper publishers, 
which included A. C. Reeves and my­
self of the Trenton Times, recently 
returned from a highly instructive 
pilgrimage of several weeks through 
the great forests of Maine, where we 
witnessed the entire process from the 
growing of the tiny spruce saplings 
to the loading of the finished news­
print for shipment to various parts 
of the country. This will not relate 
the experiences in the wilderness, in­
cluding days of delightful canoeing 
life in the wide open. Later, for 
those interested in the great out-of- 
doors, something of the trip will be 
given.
There were many thrills in the 
canoe ride down the west branch of 
the Penobscot river, through the won­
derful forests towering from either 
shore, Cedar and spruce and hemlock, 
in great profusion, made a setting 
long to be remember. M. S. Hill and 
Oscar S. Smith, of the Great Northern 
Paper Company, with a corps of 
guides, saw to it that the going was 
easy for the publishers.
AT COOLIDGE HOME
We had had the novel privilege of 
being at the modest little home, in 
Plymouth Notch, on the historic 
night that President Coolidge was 
sworn in by his clever old father, 
and we spent several subsequent days 
in touring about Vermont as the 
guests of Owen Moon, whose fine 
farm at Woodstock is the scene of an 
annual outing by this group of news­
paper men. Our trip from Vermont 
to the Maine woods, included most 
varieties of de luxe traveling from an 
all day and night run of more than 
three hundred miles, in Lincoln auto­
mobiles, to the wind-up on a track 
laborers’ hand car. The automobiles 
landed us at Greenville Junction, 
where we began the journey across 
wonderful Moosehead Lake and the 
hand car was the best that could be 
had when we came out of the wilds, at 
Norcross, the regular train for Milli­
( it f t i )
i
nocket having departed. There are 
plenty of politicians who regard sleep­
ing on pine boughs in the open and 
track laborers’ hand cars as quite too 
good for editors.
We saw countless deer and 
partridges—mostly everything in the 
bird life of that section from fat 
robins in the clearings to three im­
mense bald eagles gracefully soaring 
out of the wooded banks and gliding 
around the top of Mount Katahdin, 
the highest peak of Maine. And 
miles and miles of floating logs, 
peacefully making their way to the 
mills! There were days when canoes 
had to be paddled twenty miles or 
more and carried what seemed to be 
even greater distances.
Mr. Reeves is quite adept in both 
paddling and carrying and, as he is 
president of the Times, I naturally 
didn’t interfere. My favorite exercise 
is snoring. Colonal David Flynn 
President of the First National Bank 
of Princeton, gave a helping hand at 
times, but always in a mild way; 
bankers, like editors, being a bit timid 
about overexertion. Sherman Bowles 
of the Springfield Republican and A. 
H. Marchant of the Boston Post, 
talked rather knowingly of woods 
matters, but kept their enthusiasm for 
work well in check. Others in the 
party, all of whom had perfect scores 
in resting, were C. F. Kelly of the 
Birmingham News; Edward H. But­
ler of the Buffalo Evening News; 
Carroll Shaffer of the Chicago Post; 
Richard M. H. Wharton of the 
Harrisburg Patriot-News; James M. 
Linton of the Hartford Times; 
Charles C. Kahlert of the Indianapolis 
Post; Joseph Cummings of the Mont­
gomery Advertiser and Albert A. 
Sandusky of the Boston Post.
Today we will briefly outline for 
the constantly growing family of 
Times’ readers the methods em­
ployed to produce the white paper 
on which comes to them, in printed 
form, each evening, the latest record 
of the world’s happenings. The cost 
of the newsprint used for the cur­
rent year by the Trenton Times will 
be approximately $250,000.
Much of the alarming talk about 
the approaching depletion of the 
forests, appearing in magazines and 
elsewhere, is hysteria or propaganda. 
Forests have suffered greatly in 
America, but where they have been 
prudently cut. there seems to be little 
danger of exhausting the supply. As 
an illustration, there are nineteen 
millions of acres of woodlands in 
Maine, and each year greater care 
is being exercised in conserving. 
Maine through a system of State pro­
tection, is particularly successful in 
warding off destruction by forest 
fires.
The Great Northern Paper Com­
pany owns or leases one million acres ; 
the spruce is used exclusively in 
newsprint manufacture and thus far 
it has not been necessary to engage 
in any reforestration on the property. 
The trees are at their best when sixty 
to seventy-five years of age; the 
woods are cutover about every twenty- 
five to thirty years, all of the younger 
timber being permitted to stand. The 
spruce, like other woods, reseeds itself 
and while chemists are at work, en­
deavoring to find some way to use 
hardwoods, such as birch and beech, 
in the making of newsprint, no 
method has as yet been devised. When 
that time does arrive, some new means 
of transporting the wood from the 
forests to the mills will have to be 
found as the hardwood will not float.
Spruce is floated through the rivers 
and sluiceways distances of several 
hundred miles, and the cost of con­
structing railroads into the forests 
would be so enormous as to make the 
operation almost prohibitive. But 
practical woodsmen will tell you that 
if the trees are not cut when they 
come of full age, they proceed to die 
and that so long as they are felled at 
the proper age the new growth will 
go on indefinitely.
PRIMITIVE LIVING
The spruce is cut in four feet 
lengths right in the forests, where 
the lumberjacks live in most primi­
tive fashion. It is a world all by 
itself, and these folks would not be 
content to hedge themselves in with 
what we are pleased to call advanced 
city life. They work long hours, eat 
rough foods in abundance and are 
physically as fit as Indians. Every 
possible care is taken to safeguard 
health, and to facilitate transporta­
tion through the forests the Great 
Northern has itself constructed nearly 
two hundred miles of fine automobile 
roads.
The big cutting begins in Septem­
ber and the lumberjacks work 
through the winter, the spruce being 
hauled on sleds to the waters where 
it is unloaded on the ice for the 
spring drives. During the summer 
months the fine draught horses, about 
seven hundred in number, roam the 
forests and live the wild life. Great 
tractors are supplanting the horses, 
but not altogether. Last winter on 
the Great Northern reservation, some 
30,000,000 feet of spruce was cut.
The sluicing or driving of this 
wood through the rivers and lakes is 
perhaps the most fascinating incident 
of all. Through one dam, that known 
as Ripogenus, 250,000 cords of wood 
had been driven this season when we 
were there a couple of weeks ago and 
Nature tells every secret once.—Emerson.
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at least another hundred thousand 
cords were to be driven before the 
waters froze up. It is the biggest of 
the dams on the Great Northern 
property and has made one lake of 
what formerly was three in the west 
branch of the Penobscot river. The 
shore line of the new lake is two hun­
dred miles, and this enormous storage 
of water is used for sluicing the logs, 
as well as providing power for the 
great plant at Millinocket.
Across the giant lakes that have 
been made by the dams the logs are 
towed by tugs in what are known as 
booms, being again set loose at the 
sluiceways to make their own way 
down the streams. The illustration 
on this page shows miles of these 
floating logs, tumbling along over 
falls and on down the Penobscot. As 
was told in the opening paragraph 
the great plant at Millinocket has a 
production capacity of 560 tons of 
newsprint paper a day. Into each 
ton of paper goes one and one-third 
cords of spruce wood and two-thirds 
of a ton of coal. Because, in addition 
to the enormous power created by the 
water that drives the machinery, the 
use of coal is compulsory in the dry­
ing of the paper. By water 45,000 
horse power is developed; by coal 
10,000 horse power.
Because of the length of the win­
ters and other difficulties, spruce 
wood enough for at least two years 
is kept on hand at the mills. For 
more than four months the town of 
Millinocket is frozen in. The wood 
is stored in great piles, similar to that 
shown in the first picture, and is 
carried automatically into the hoppers 
for grinding, being cut into two feet 
lengths by saws and, where the logs 
are too heavy, being split by enormous 
automatic axes. The logs are barked 
by machinery and ground into fine 
chips, the sawdust being removed and 
burned.
Into the grinders go the chips. 
From forests of trees you emerge 
into forests of machinery. It re­
quires 36,000 horse power to operate 
the grinders. Practically all of the 
newsprint paper is spruce pulp; 
seventy-five per cent being straight 
ground pulp and the other twenty- 
five per cent being pulp chemically 
treated and known as sulphite. When 
the mixture is ready for the paper 
making machines it is run out in such 
thin form as to be but one-half of one 
per cent process and 99 1\2 per cent 
water. Starting in this skim milk 
fashion it is speeded, first over blan­
kets, and then on its own strength 
through the machines and driers, 
emerging at the other end all ironed 
out and wound on the great rolls that 
are shipped to the newspaper offices.
The machines turn out newsprint 
 paper thirteen feet wide, at the rate 
of 6,900 feet a minute. There is me­
chanical perfection about the whole 
operation and the rolls of newsprint 
are wrapped and loaded into trains 
at the other end of the plant as 
speedily as they come off the ma­
chines. Such is the magnitude of 
the enterprise that produces the 
white paper on which your copy of 
the Trenton Times is printed. It 
represents many millions of dollars 
and employs many thousands of 
workers. The Ripogenus dam alone 
cost $1,000,000 to construct.
In passing it might not be amiss 
to mention that twenty-seven years 
ago Millinocket was a wilderness 
through which the moose roamed. To­
day it is a tidy little community with 
a population of 5,000, of which 1,500 
are enrolled school children. And, 
Trentonians may be interested in the 
further fact that Millinocket is just 
finishing a remarkably beautiful and 
 spacious high school, said to contain 
numerous novel features, at a total 
cost of $450,000.
(Continued from Page Ten)
The Great Event of Death
We flourish and we fade as the leaves 
of the forest, and the flower that 
blooms and withers in a day has not 
frailer hold upon life than the 
mightiest monarch that ever shook 
the earth with his footsteps. Gen­
erations of people appear and vanish 
as the grass, and the countless multi­
tude that throngs the world today, 
will, tomorrow, disappear as the foot­
steps on the shore.
In the beautiful drama of Ion the 
instinct of immortality, so eloquently 
uttered by the death-devoted Greek, 
finds a deep response in every 
thoughtful soul. When about to 
yield his young existence as a sacri­
fice to fate, his beloved Clemanthe 
asks if they shall not meet again to 
which he replies: “I have asked 
that dreadful question of the hills 
that look eternal—of the clear 
streams that flow forever—of the 
stars among whose fields of azure 
my raised spirit hath walked in 
glory. All were dumb. But while I 
gaze upon thy living face I feel that 
there is something in the love that 
mantles through its beauty can not 
wholly perish. We shall meet again, 
Clemanthe.”
A lady receiving the following reply 
from a neighbor in answer to the 
question why she allowed her chil­
dren and husband to litter up every 
room in the house, and the sentiment 
,will find lodgement in the heart of 
every home-loving person in the 
land. “The mark of the little muddy 
feet upon the floor can be easier re­
moved than the stain when those little 
feet go down into the highways of 
evil. The prints of the little fingers 
on the window panes cannot shut out 
the sunshine half so much as the 
shadow that darkens the mother’s 
heart over the one who is but a name 
through the coming years. And if 
my John finds a refuge from care 
and trouble and his greatest happiness 
within its four walls, he can put his 
boots in the rocking chair and hang 
his coat up on the floor every day in 
The lowest ebb is the turning of the tide.—Longfellow.
the week. And if I can stand it and 
he enjoys it, I cannot see that it is 
anybody else’s business.”
Some women are intellectually 
bright in spite of their environments 
and because of them. The broader 
and higher life, the more there is 
in it. But from other women, how 
early in life we often see the lustre 
and brightness fading away; and it 
is those mothers who are weighed 
down with household and maternal 
duties, and have resigned themselves 
to receive their pleasure and advance­
ment at second hands, through their 
sons and daughters. First of all, do 
not allow yourselves to think you 
are growing old, for thinking is 
being, on this subject. Those who 
try to remain young in a certain 
sense succeed in doing so. So be 
generous to yourself.
SENSIBLE ADVICE
You would laugh at the child who 
should try to pick up a heavy sledge 
hammer to kill a mosquito. But 
many grown-up children quite as 
foolishly use their strength. They 
waste strength. They fret, worry, 
whirl about, get into a passion, have 
not time to eat or sleep properly— 
indeed, often sit up so late and get 
so tired that they can’t sleep. These 
persons, whether old or young, need 
to learn the following simple rules: 
1. Never fret yourself nor anybody 
else. 2. Never indulge in fits of 
passion, nor the blues. 3. Never do 
things in a confused hurry. 4. Eat 
regularly, cheerfully, moderately, but 
don’t eat what is indigestible. 5. Don’t 
cut short your sleep. Get eight hours 
of it in clean, well ventilated rooms.
6. Give your stomach and brain, as 
well as your hands, all the rest they 
need. 7. Be self-controlled, calm, 
hopeful. Keep a good conscience and 
cheerfully trust God.
There is more sunshine in life to 
the minute than there is in misery 
to the mile. But after all it is just 
the way you look at it.—The 
Aroostook Republican.
A Word of Appreciation
We wish to extend to the party of 
newspaper men who were recently en­
tertained for a week in Northern 
territory, thanks for their generous 
cash offering to be applied to the new 
church at Chesuncook.
Furbush Printing Company’s 
Plant Extended
Through the increased circulation 
of The Northern and the many de­
mands for publications of a similar 
nature, it has been found necessary 
to add new and extended equipment 
to the Furbush Printing Co. plant. 
The latest addition is one of the 
most modern and up-to-date folding 
machines.
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Lumbering in Norway, Sweden and Finland
Observations and Pictures Made by C. M. Hilton
Finland—A group of small farms
FARM AND FOREST WORKERS
NORWAY
The large districts of the Nord- 
marken forests containing 50,000 
acres or more have farm houses 
scattered over the entire area. There 
were forty-two farms and ranches 
provided for this sized district. They 
range all the way from small sized 
farms with two to five acres to 
ranches of considerable acreage. These 
farms are all owned by the owners 
of the forest district within which 
they are located. Each farm occupies 
from two to five men during the sum­
mer months. In the winter they are 
employed in the lumbering operations 
that are going on near the farm or 
ranch upon which they are occupied 
during the summer.
In Norway this scheme has been 
found to work very well. The lum­
bermen are very well satisfied with 
the plan. It is in reality the only 
way in which skilled loggers can be 
kept at hand for the winter opera­
tions; it has also been found to be 
a valuable aid in the prevention of 
fire. The farms are connected with 
the office of the Chief Forester for 
that district by telephone. News of 
a fire is quickly dispatched to the 
central office from which plans are 
quickly laid for the care and check­
ing. Men are always available, within 
easy reach of the threatened area.
In most cases where the farms and 
ranches are included in the property 
of the land owners, there is no rent 
charge to the men who occupy the 
farms. This insures a good income 
to the farmers. This is the solution
for permanent forest workers.
of keeping the farmers there, and 
very few changes take place among 
them from year to year. In Norway 
the administration of Agriculture is 
combined with the department of 
Forestry. When we take into the ac­
count that 41.7% of the people are 
engaged in agriculture, stock raising 
and forestry, and that only 3 1/2% of 
the land of Norway is cultivated; the 
conclusion follows that the most of 
the farmers are also loggers. 47.8% 
of the forest lands of Norway are 
owned in small lots with farms 
adjacent or connected. This means 
that considerable of the lumber sup­
ply is handled by the small land 
owner and sold to the mill owners. 
There is a Norwegian law to the 
effect that no sale of farm wood lots 
Finland—End of cow barn, manure house and horse barn, with carriage shed at right.
can take place whereby the farm 
would be deprived of the forest 
necessary to provide the farm with 
the timber required for the construc­
tion, repair and fuel. There is also 
a law, now general in the country, 
governing the cut of all timber cut 
from the forests, whether on the land 
owned by large or small land owners, 
that requires that all trees shall be 
marked by some reliable forester. The 
law is generally satisfactory.
SWEDEN
The Bergslaget are nearly inde­
pendent of floating employees in their 
lumber operations. This is due to 
the fact that they have also estab­
lished farms on which their employees 
can work when not engaged in work­
ing the woods. This also saves cost 
in operating. The Bergslaget have 
the following number and size of 
farms:
(a) Five farms, 375 to 750 acres in 
size.
(b) Six hundred and twenty farms, 
7 1/2 to 100 acres in size; this type of 
farm carries both cows and horses.
(c) Two hundred and fifty farms, 
2 1/2 to 4 acres in size; these farms 
have cows but no horses. Usually one 
half an acre is planted to potatoes. 
A part of this crop of potatoes goes 
to the making up of the national 
drink of “snap.”
Upon the larger of these farms 
there are from ten to twelve men em­
ployed during the summer months, but 
the number is greatly reduced in the 
winter when the logging is going on. 
Upon those farms where cattle and 
horses are to be found, there is usually 
a family in which there is often as
Avarice is the miser's dream.—Haslitt.
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Sweden—Showing type of small farm of 2 1/2 to 4 acres for one family, with cows, but no horses.
many as three men; of these at least 
two will be in the lumber woods for 
the Bergslaget during the lumbering 
season. Upon the smaller farms there 
are always several men that are em­
ployed in lumbering during the win­
ter months. Upon all the farms 
taken together, there are to be found 
nearly all the men that the Berg­
slaget requires for their woods work. 
This number is approximately 1,500 
men. These farms are of course 
scattered over the whole lands of the 
company, and the system has worked 
out very satisfactorily for the com­
pany. It provides: first, a staff of 
permanent experienced employees; 
second, saves the company the ex­
pense of providing and handling sup­
plies; third, it reduces the clerical and 
overhead costs; fourth, it provides 
adequate fire protection to the forests. 
At the same time the farms are very 
little expense to the company for they 
are let to the employees at the cost of 
maintainance cost or less—never for 
more. The only stipulation to this 
contract is that the men must work 
for the company during the winter 
Finland—A typical forest-keeper’s farm. Average size 100 to 150 acres.
except those who are needed for the 
care of the farm at that time, and 
that they shall plant a certain acre­
age to food stuff and that two fruit 
bearing trees shall be planted each 
year until such time as the farm shall 
be provided with a sufficient number 
to supply the needs of the farm. Of 
course the grade of the farms run all 
the way from the poor soil to the very 
productive farms. The majority of 
the renters were taken from the ranks 
of the ordinary laborers. The em­
ployees apply for the farms and his 
application is treated with respect to 
his former record. Usually a small 
farm of a size suitable for a few 
head of cattle but no horses is let to 
the employees at first and if his work 
continues to be satisfactory he has a 
chance at a larger and a better farm. 
As a rule it is a family of a father 
and several boys who works the farm, 
but here the women also labor in the
fields. t is not an uncommon thing 
for a laborer with several good horses
Sweden—View at the large farm, showing barn construction.
upon a good farm to save around 
$6,000 dollars from his farm and con­
tract work.
In Finland the system is so much 
the same as in Norway and Sweden 
that it would be repetition to give it 
in detail.
A darky who had recently married 
was asked by the farmer for whom 
he worked how he and his Mandy 
were getting along. “Not very well, 
boss. The fact is, Mandy and me, 
we’ve done pa’hted.” “Parted!” ex­
claimed the farmer. “Why, you were 
just married. You know, Sam, you 
can’t leave Mandy. She’s your wife 
and you took her for better or worse.” 
“That’s jest it, boss,” said Sam. “I 
shore did tell that pahson that I took 
that gal for better or wus. But, Lawd, 
dat gal is wus’n I took her to be.”
Those who pride themselves on be­
ing hard-boiled usually are only half 
baked.—Brooklyn Eagle.
Life is as serious a thing as death.—Bailey.
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Sweden—Average view of farm with cattle and horse. Average size 25 acres.
MR. PUNCH IN PRISON
The oldest and best known Punch 
and Judy showman is Mr. Samuel 
Bridges, a man of whom it may truly 
be said that he has grown old in the 
service of the young. For more than 
half a century he has been entertain­
ing children.
He is still in harness, too, and when 
he is not giving his show at concerts, 
parties, bazaars, and society and 
charity functions of all kinds, he may 
be seen in the streets of London, with 
a mixed chorus of urchins, dallying 
errand boys, and rather more than 
casually interested grown-ups for 
audience.
Once Mr. Bridges was asked to give 
his performance at Wandsworth 
Prison. At that time organized enter­
tainments and amusements for prison­
ers under sentence were undreamt of, 
and if you bear that fact in mind 
you can understand the emotions of 
the hardened old warder to whom Mr. 
Bridges presented himself with the 
announcement that he had come to 
give a Punch and Judy show.
Finland—Cow barn with manure house at right.
“Punch and what?” angrily in­
quired the warden. “Look ’ere, we 
don’t want any of your silly tricks 
Finland—A typical farm house of a permanent forest-worker. All the Kymmene houses were 
very neatly kept up.
’ere. Clear off!” And he slammed 
the door in the showman’s face.
“I waited a minute or two,” said 
Mr. Bridges, chuckling at the 
reminiscence, “then knocked again. 
‘I’ve come to give a Punch and------ ’ I
began, as the door opened.
“ ‘What, you again?” roared the 
warder. ‘Thought I told you to clear 
off? If I ’ave any more o’ this non­
sense about Punch and Judy from 
you, I’ll ’ave you run in as a drunk 
and disordedly! What do you take 
this place for, a bloomin’ children’s 
’ome?’
“My orders were clear enough,” 
said Mr. Bridges, “so I tried again.
“ ‘Now, just give me a chance to 
explain,’ I began, in a coaxing voice, 
as the warder’s face, purple with 
rage, appeared in the doorway again.
“ ‘So you want to get in ’ere, do 
you?’ he inquired, fiercely. ‘All right, 
I’ll see what I can do for you!’
“A couple of minutes later I found 
myself touched on the arm by a 
policeman. I was arrested.
“Of course, matters were straight­
ened out at the police station. A 
message was sent to the governor, at 
my request, and an answer was at 
once received to the effect that he 
was waiting for me to come and give 
my show at a party in his quarters. 
The warder’s surprise when he saw 
me trundling my outfit into the prison 
yard was worth seeing!”
One of the queerest performances 
that Mr. Bridges ever gave took place 
at a private house in London. The 
performance was given in a spacious 
drawing-room and, after working 
hard for some minutes, the showman, 
finding that he was getting no laughs, 
peeped out to ascertain the cause of 
what seemed to be a decided “frost.”
To his complete surprise he saw 
that his audience consisted simply of 
an elderly gentleman, asleep in a 
chair, and a cockatoo!
A moment or so later the gentle­
man, who was a retired colonal, awoke
The mind is the proper measure of the man.—Seneca.
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LONE WATCHMAN ON THE TOWER
type of farm with cows but no horses.
Hundreds have sung after faithful ones 
Who keep bright the beacons and harbor lights 
From ’Quoddy Head to Florida’s shore— 
Sending a warning by day and by night 
To the ships that sail the Atlantic main, 
Through storm and temptest and hurricane.
We will not forget the faithful ones, 
Whose constant watch of our inland sea, 
From Katahdin’s heights to Mount Ranier, 
Warning of fire and flame severe.
We look to you, true watchman on the tower, 
Loyal protector of our forests fair,
Our country’s beauty, and a nation’s weath. 
H. Sargent Palmer.
Main River Camp,
Wesley, Maine, July 2, 1923.
Sensible Man—If she gets the hat, 
there’ll be the milliner to pay. If she
Sweden—Farm house for two families. 
and in reply to the showman’s in­
quiry whether there was a mistake,
doesn’t get it, there’ll be the devil 
to pay. Of the two, I guess the 
milliner is more likely to be the more 
reasonable.—Punch,
brusquely commanded him to “carry 
on,” and went to sleep again.
The colonel, who bore a name fam­
ous in army annals, afterwards ex­
plained that the show was intended 
solely for the amusement of the 
cockatoo. He hoped it would pick up 
and eventually repeat some of Punch’s 
quaint sayings!—Pearson’s Weekly.
Pominent Society Woman (a popu­
lar lecturer)—Don’t you get tired of 




“I am terribly annoyed, sir. Yes­
terday I asked your daughter to be




“Well, it’s this way. I am quite 
unable to remember whether she said 
yes or no.”—Paris Sans Gene.
Sweden—A farm house at one of the large farms. 375 acres is the size of this one.
and it goes through blower to the heater or dryer 
the right.
Paderewski, prince of pianists, tells 
an amusing story of a lady who 
fancied herself as a vocalist. One day 
while playing the accompaniment to 
one of her songs, she came to the 
conclusion that the piano did not 
sound right somehow, and telephoned 
for a tuner. The man came, and 
found the instrument in perfect order. 
However, he pottered about for 
awhile, pocketed his fee, and depart­
ed. A few days later his employer 
received another telephone message 
from the lady. Her piano, she com­
plained, had not been properly tuned. 
It was no better than before, and 
she was very disappointed. After re­
ceiving a reprimand from his em­
ployer, the hapless tuner made an­
other trip and again tested every 
note, only to find, as previously, no 
fault with the instrument. This time 
he told the lady so. “Yes,” she said, 
“it does sound all right, doesn’t it, 
when you play on it, but as soon as I
begin to sing it gets all out of tune.”
Mirth is God's Medicine.—Beecher.
